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Introduction
What is a Restart Party?

A Restart Party is a free community event

where volunteers help people fix their own
broken devices and small appliances, to
save them from waste and change our relationship with electronics.
We call them parties because they have a
fun, ad-hoc spirit, where participants bring
food and music, and people often meet
and mingle. Parties can occur in different
types of venues: pubs, churches, community centres, art galleries and typically last
three hours.
The focus of the events is on skill-sharing.
Participants with broken electronic equipment take an active part in the repair.
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Why?
Let’s fix our
relationship
with electronics

Fixing our relationship with electronics

is going to require massive change on
a global scale. Electronic waste is one of
the fastest growing waste streams in many
countries. The pace of our consumption has
real social and environmental costs.
While recycling is important, we must intervene before disposal – encouraging consumers to buy for longevity and diverting
electronics from “end of life”.
We believe we cannot wait for greener or
more ethical gadgets, we just need to roll
up our sleeves and get started. That’s what
the Restart Party is all about.

Additional links:
A wealth of information regarding the value of repair: http://ifixit.org
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Production
Every new product requires materials,
energy and human labour. Accelerated
demand puts strain on all three.

Raw Materials
Mining has social and
environmental impacts.
Recycling helps but cannot
recoup 100% of materials.

Energy Usage
More than half of the
energy used in the
lifecycle of electronics is
at production phase

Social Pressure
Shorter lifecycles
and tight production
schedules contribute to
poor working conditions.

Repair
Increasing the lifespan of electronics lessens
the strain on materials, energy and labour.
One easy way to do this is to maintain and
repair what we have.
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Simple
guidelines
Join our network

We would like to help others host their

own event, or remix the model as a part of
our extended network. To associate yourselves with us, as well as use the name
“Restart Party” and the visual elements we
provide, we just ask that you stick to these
simple guidelines.

1. Offer
free entry to the public, although a donation can be suggested to cover cost of hiring a venue and supplies.

2. Promote
a collaborative learning process - get participants involved,
this is the really game-changing part.

3. Go ahead
and fix other stuff like bikes but we ask that Restart Parties
have at least 3-4 electronics repairers.

4. Communicate
your Restart Party to The Restart Project in advance and
share the results so that we can help spread the word.

5. Be insured!
The Restart Project is not liable for events we do not
organise. If you are uninsured, please work in partnership
with a group that is.
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Restart Party
recipe

Ingredients
A good venue (see below)

Serves:

Basic tools

30-40 people

Extension leads

Method

Masking tape for extension leads

1. Set up the space to maximize flow of people, and

A waiting list (poster / whiteboard)
Wayfinding signs

interaction between volunteers and participants.

>3-4 Restarter volunteers

Prep Time:

2. Hosts greet people, ask questions about a device to

2 Party hosts

3 hours

determine what is wrong, and check in repairs on a public
waiting list.

3. Hosts match repairs with volunteers with the right skills,
and volunteers set up and begin repairing. Where possible,
cluster repairs, for example, all mobiles in one area.

4. While waiting, people snack, chat, or learn more from
printed materials. It helps to provide a waiting space.

Name tags or name badges
Tea, coffee, drinks and snacks

Organising
a venue
(and doing
reconnaissance)

Venue

2 hours
Recruiting and
publicising

5 large tables and chairs
Adequate power outlets
Decent lighting
Wifi or mobile internet access
Accessibility

Fixing time:

Access to toilet

3 hours - no new
fixes during the

Additional links:

last hour

A list of needed Tools / Gaia Foundation / Labour in the supply chain
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Who is a
Restarter?
Restarter
Synonyms: repairer, fixer

/ rɪˈstɑːtə /

n. A person who likes helping people

learn how to fix broken electronics or
electricals - anything with a battery or that
plugs in - with a few exceptions, like microwaves. People who host Restart Parties
are also Restarters, a special kind. Restarters have diverse skills.

“The restarter
helped me fix
my toaster.”

Some help with basic electrical fixing involving changing fuses and plugs. Others deal with software issues on laptops
and mobiles. Yet others take on intricate
electronics repairs involving soldering.
What unites Restarters is the love of a repair challenge and their collaborative approach, they love to share skills.
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Recruiting
Publicising and
communicating

Finding your first
volunteers and publicising

People often get anxious about the

Email. People who are active in their communities still

number of Restarters needed to host
an event. With three or four volunteers,
we encourage groups to go ahead and
schedule an event.

very much use email lists to connect. Try to get your event
announced on as many relevant email lists as possible:
local or green or tech lists.
Simple black and white posters are surprisingly effective.

You can run a first event even if your initial
volunteers can only cover limited skills.
More Restarters will appear. If you host it,
they will come! Put in the extra effort to
make your volunteers happy and you will
have no problem recruiting more.

Social media is a cheap and easy option. (But we find, to
start out, email lists and posters are the way to go.)
Mainstream or local media could be helpful, you might
consider sending around a press release.

Additional links:
Derek Siver’s How to Start a Movement / Sample Press Release
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Restart
Party tools &
supplies
This list has been compiled by our volun-

teers in London. You do not need to have
everything here to conduct a successful
Restart Party, but every bit helps. The list
is a work in progress. Please write at:
community@therestartproject.org
with your suggested additions

Essential: no more than £70
•

A laptop, netbook or tablet plus 3G dongle 		
(for when no Wifi is available)

•

Spudgers or guitar plectrums or old credit/debit/hotel cards

•

Screwdriver set for electronics

•

Conventional sized Philips and flat screwdrivers

•

Compressed air

•

Isopropyl Alcohol

•

Rags or paper towels for cleaning

•

Electrical insulation tape

•

Super glue

•

Masking tape for extension leads

•

Extension leads and multiplugs

•

Multimeter

•

Soldering kit (ask a Restarter to bring this)

•

Bootable and installable OS’s on USB and CD 		
(ask a Restarter to bring this)

•

Egg cartons or pill boxes for storing screws

•

Tweezers

•

Pliers

•

Knife, razor or cutting tool

•

First aid kit

Screwdrivers
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•

Set for electronics – the iFixit set is best, but others will work

•

Robust Philips and flat screwdrivers

•

A “safety” set with all shapes like torx etc.

•

Extenders
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Troubleshooting and opening

Soldering

Safety

•

A laptop, netbook or tablet plus 3G dongle		
(for when no Wifi is available)

•

Soldering Iron

•

Tape for extension leads

•

Headlamps, handheld torches or strobes

•

Solder

•

Gloves

•

Magnifying glasses

•

Braid

•

Device tester and stickers

•

Spudgers

•

Flux

•

Anti-static wrist band

•

Guitar plectrums or old credit/debit/hotel cards
(cut up in strips and plectrum shapes)

•

Wire cutters and Wire Strippers

•

Heatgun

Power-related
•

Spare Fuses

•

Variable Power supply 					
(or Universal laptop power supply with ends)

•

Multimeter (ideally with audible continuity tester)

•

Extension leads and multiplugs 				
(ideally with power indication light)

Miscellaneous
•

Egg cartons, pill boxes or magnetic mats for storing screws

•

Pokey things for poking (e.g.Needle to eject SIMs)

•

Tweezers

•

Pliers

•

Knife, razor or other cutting tool

•

CD/DVD Laser Cleaning Disc

•

Rags or paper towels for cleaning

•

First aid kit

Adhesives
and hacking
materials
•

Insulation tape

•

Sugru and/or bluetac

•

Super glue

•

Gluegun

Stuff in cans
•

Compressed air

•

Isopropyl Alcohol

•

WD-40

Data preservation
•

Hard drive dock(s) to get data off failing machines

•

Thumb drive for carrying data

Software
•

Bootable and Installable OS’s on USB 			
(OS X, *PartedMagic*, etc.) and CD

•

latest updates and offline installers 			
(esp. virus checkers, anti-malware, fan utilities)
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Measuring
impact
Our project is about much more than

simply diverting waste. But it is one of the
most measurable results of a Restart Party.
We have developed a simple framework
to help you log the amount of waste
prevented at your Restart Party.

1. For each event, we create a poster to

record data on devices we look at: Device,
Problem, Fix (Y/N), Comments (This also
serves as a waiting list at the event).

2. After the event, please fill in our online

form sharing basic data about the event
(Location, Data, etc). We then send you a
special spreadsheet (rstrt.org/afterparty).

3. When you fill in our spreadsheet with

data on devices you looked at, it will
generate a report for you, demonstrating
your impact. We will add this data to our
global data.
Using this simple data, together we can
measure our aggregate impact globally,
as Restart Parties grow.

In future, we will help you estimate
resources saved through your
activities including water, carbon
and energy.
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Safety and
managing risk
Every public event carries with it some

risk. Please do not host a Restart Party without your own public liability insurance.

If you have no insurance, we encourage
you join forces with an existing community
group, verifying that you can be covered
by their insurance. We can reduce risk by
thinking about safety well in advance.

Safety tips:

It is good practice to designate one Restarter as your

Safety Volunteer, somebody with more experience
particularly with electricals. This volunteer plays a role
before and during Restart Parties.

We put disclaimers on all of our online announcements
and all of the tables at an event. When a new volunteer
comes, ask them to sit near your designated Safety Volunteer. We generated some safety guidelines which we
ask our Restarters to sign up to.
You can use this as a starting point to generate your own.
Volunteers and hosts should be mindful and aware during an event. Volunteers should never do anything that
makes them feel uncomfortable.
We safety test equipment before it leaves a Restart Party.
We encourage groups to look into acquiring safety testing equipment when they have the resources. Standards
are different in each country.

Additional links:
Sample safety guidelines / Sample risk assessment / Disclaimer
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We have more in-depth information
on liability and risk. If this is a concern
to you, please contact us directly.
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Disclaimer
& safety
guidelines
We’re happy to help you
learn how to repair. We are
not repair professionals, and
Restart Parties are a community self-repair space.

Sample Restarter Safety Guidelines

We’re thrilled to have you share your skills at our events.

We ask you to remember that Restart Parties are learning
events, so please work with the owners of broken devices
helping them understand what you are doing and follow
the repair process. Involve them in the repair.
Always consider safety. There is an experienced, designated safety volunteer at every event on hand to answer
any questions about safety.

Safety Guidelines Disclaimer

Attending means that you
take responsibility for your
own gadget. Please back up
your data.

Download:
rstrt.org/restartparty
Our safety guidelines and
disclaimer can be found online

Please donate to support our work!
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following the link above.
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Visual identity
We call ourselves The Restart Project,

and our wish is to see the Restart Party
proliferate. Already existing organisations
will take on Restart Parties as activities in
their communities and recruit volunteers
for these events called Restarters.

We are NOT promoting
the establishment of new
Restart Project chapters,
franchises or local NGOs.

Do’s & Dont’s
DO call your event a:
and use this logo on your banner or poster

DO indicate which local organisations are hosting
and sponsoring (in your posters and banners)

DO use Patua One, a free font ( download)
DO NOT imply
your event is run by
the Restart Project

DO NOT use our
logo on its own randomly, or add to it

DO NOT squash
the logo or change
its colour

Good example of party poster
(credit to Alexandra Charlemagne of Seed Grow Change)
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Local identity

Visual Examples

You will find that some people self-identify

as Restarters, and that you need a pool
of Restarters to power a Restart Party, or
to power a local repair cafe. We provide
some visual elements to recruit and motivate
Restarters online and in real life.

Use these to recruit people,
including on social media and
online. You can also include
your location.

Rome

Tokyo

Meetup

São Paulo

Use these as avatars on social media
You can pick your favorite
colour and use as profile
photo on social networks.

Twitter

Malabo

If you’d like your own web address or redirect, please
choose something like www.restartersnapoli.it
(Please do not suggest that you are a franchise or chapter
of The Restart Project by choosing something like: 		
www.restart.it or www.restartproject.it)

Download: rstrt.org/restartparty
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Files for
download

1.

We have gathered all the communication

2.

1. Registration sign

3.

material you will need to run your Restart
Party in a downloadable bundle. Inside
you will find the following:

2.Restart lounge sign
3. Fixing table sign

4.

5.

restart party

Welcome to a Restart Party

6.

You came to fix your own gadget, but our
collective individual acts will make a difference,
preventing electronic waste, the fastest growing
waste stream in many countries.

Let's fix our relationship with electronics.

4.Wayfinding poster

To Participate:
1

Smart phone misbehaving?

2

3

Head this way

4

Register
your broken item (one per person)
with the host who adds you to waiting list.

Listen
for your name, the host will call
your name when a restarter is free.

Lend
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Oc t

Kensal to Kilburn
Seed Grow Change
Carlton Hall, London NW6 5DX

1-4 PM

a hand and learn to fix.

#Restart #Reuse #Recycle

5. Restart Party rules
6. Event promo poster

Don’t despair, repair!

Hang out
in the restart lounge have a snack,
learn about why we fix, or observe fixing.

Download: rstrt.org/restartparty
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